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served as a case study researcher for the
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Findings from the Evaluation of the National Library Power Program

I. Introduction

More than a decade ago, the
DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest
Fund began a prOgram to enhance
and elevate the role of libraries in
public schools. Our work flowed
from a new, bolder vision of what
these libraries 'should look like;
what services they should offer and
how they should be- used We saw
them as brightly painted, warm
and welcoming places: We anticipated their shelves' rirriming with
up-to-date books and other relevant
print and electronic learning mate;
rials, carefully selected by teams of
librarians and teachers to closely
match and supplement topics being
studied in 'class. We imagined them
operating on-flexible schedules so
students could visit whenever they

needed to throughout the school
day. Once inside, we expected to
find students actively:engaged reading books, doing research and
working with their classmates
sometimes noisily 7- on interesting,
challenging and academically
rewarding projects. Finally, we
hoped that as teachers and librarians became skilled at applying new
practices for making best use of

these enhanced educational
reSources,.they would be demonstrating the true power of libraries
to enrich teaching and learning. Today; we are happy to report

that vision - what We call Library
Power. has been realized in hundreds of schools across the country,
many of them in some the nation's
poorest districts. No'longer-remote
and removed from daily instructional activities, libraries in these
schools are now at the center of
teaching and learning; and in some
places, at the center of sChoolwide
change. While we're gratified that
our work has produced such
impressive results, we still have one
More goal to meet and perhaps a
more difficult one. That is to use
the evidence of Library Power's success to persuade many more people, especially decision-makers in
other schools, local communities,
and at the state and federal levels,
that libraries are essential to
schools. This yeport is part of that
effort. Th-ese findings from a fouryear evalnation of the Library
Power program, conducted
researchers from the University of
Wisconsin's School of Library and'
Information Studies and School of
Education, help make the case for
additional- and sustained investment in public school libraries.
To put this report in context,
some history is helpful. In the late
1980s, a public advocacy group
issued a study called "Na Reading
Aloud" that described the poor

condition of-library services in New
York City's public sChools. The
study showed that large numbers of
schools either had no libraries at
all, or if they did, their facilities

were often in pobr shape. To our
'dismay, we disCovered that the simation in New York was not unique.
By and large, educators did not
think public school libraries Were
essential to teaching and learning.
Some even considered' librarians
'arid libraries expendable in lean

budget years. Even in the best of
times; many publiC Schoollbrariei,
especially those in low-income
communities, were inadequately
funded facilities were' allowed to
deteriorate and book collections to:
fall out of date:
Against, this backdrop catne a

glimmer of hope: In 1988, the
Association of School Librarians, a
division of the American Library
Association (ALA), issued a publication called Information Power

a

set of practices for improving the
operation ofschOol libraries and
expanding their role, in teaching
and learning. Impressed by the
Vision put forward in Information
Power, we used it to design Library
Power. We also invited the ALA,
and the Public Education Network
to help us implement the program.

DeWitt Wallace- Reader's - Digest Fund

Beginning in New York City in
1988, and continuing over the next
10 years, we and our partners successfully established Library Power
programs in 700 school's in 19 corn-

media specialists), keep the library
open and accessible, to everyone
thrOughout the school 'day, allow
teachers and librarians time to participate in professional develop-

munities nationwide. In Partnership with appropriate.school district personnel, each Library Power

ment programs, and increase their
spending for books, software and
educational materials.
Because we wanted to learn what.

site was managed by a local education fund, a community-based
organization that works to improve

Refurbished facilities:
Renovations enabled school
libraries to accominodate
`more users and different
kinds-of activities, all taking
,place sithultaneciusly such
as individual reading, groups
working together and students using computers to

.

Library PoWer had achieved, and to
be, able to make an effective case for
the ,important role libraries can
play in- supporting teaching and
learning in schools, in 1994 we
commissioned the University of
WiscOnsin to conduct an evalua-

research class projects.

tion of the program.. Over four

regularly scheduled 'periods

Library Power sites`raised $25 mil-

years, evaluators surveyed librari-

lion from public and private
sources in their cdmmunities.- This
money enabled participating
schools to:

ans, principals and teachers abOur
library staffing, materials, resources
and scheduling.. Ih addition, 'the
evaluation examined how Library
Power influenced the'work librarians did with their teachercolleagues to promote new classroom

resulted in more frequent
visits to the library.
Greater instructional collab-

public education. Over the term of
the program, grants for Library
Power totaled more than $40 million, making it the largest private
investment in school libraries in
nearly 40 years., In addition, the

Renovate their library space;
Purchase new books and

upgrade print and electronic
collections; and
Provide professional develop-

ment programs for librarians,
teachers and principals to
learn how to work together to
make the best of their new
libraries.

In return for grants from the
Fund; Library Power schools agreed
to hire and pay the salaries of fulltime librarians (sometimes called

4

practices.

This report details the evaluation's major. findings, which are
summarized below:
ImpiOved collections:
Book collections in participating schools improved
considerably and the tides in
the library better reflected
the subjects being studied
in class.

Higher student traffic:
Implementation of flexible
scheduling letting students
visit the; library whenever

they need to throughout the
day instead of limiting.use to

.

oration: Librarians and
teachers in participating
schools collaborated on planning and designing instructional units, with librarians
sometimes sharing responsibility,for teaching.
'Expanded professional skills:
By taking part in profeisional
development programs, principals, teachers and librarians
discovered new ways to integrate library and other infor-.
mation resources intoteaching and learning.

.
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These changes and others helped
schools engagestudents'in
ineaningful and educationally rich
learning activities.' In Stead of being.
limited to classroom lectUres and
textbook assign mentsstUdenti
could' explore topiCs in more depth
by using,the full range of library
resources books, CD ROMs and.
the Internet.
We are heartened by these
findings, and we are eager.to see
them widely shared, considered
and discUssed. They should be of

particular importance to all
schools, districts and grouPs conikmimed to improving teaching and

learning. They should be especially
meaningful to those who are seeking ways to helpstudents develop
higher order thinking and critical
analysis skills, and-to those who.
believe young people should be
active 'participants in their own
learning. The findings should also
be of interest to those who want to
see Schools focused on new oppOrtunities for students to reach their

highest possible level of achievement..
While 10 years may Seem:like a

long time to invest inLibrary
Power, the return on that itivest-:
\\
inent-is justbeginning., I.
I

M'; Christine DeVita
President
DeWitt WallaceReader's Digest Fund
July.1999
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II. About this Study:

The longitudinal evaluation of
Library Power began in the Fall of
1994 coinciding with the third
and final round of grants made as
part- of this initiative and lasted
through 1998. The evaluation captures the Library Power experience
of schools entering Library Power
under all three rounds of grantmaking and reports data on a total
of 456 schools.
Over the course of their work,
evaluators made extensive use of
survey and case studies. The evalu-,
ation draws on data from annual
surveys from librarians in participating schools; from principals in
those schools and from a representative sample of teachers from
across the initiative; observational
and interview data from longitudinal case studies done in 28 school
buildings between 1995 and 1997;
and data from activity logs that
document the collaborative activi-

ties of teachers and librarians.
To 'examine changes resulting
from the implementation of
Library Power.in participating
schools, researchers:
Conducted time series
analyses, examining change
from 1995-1997, including
analyses examining change
in relation to time spent in
the program.
Compared practice in
Library Power schools with
national norms using data
from the:National Center
for Education StatistiOs'
Schools and Staffing
.

Survey.

Triangulated.firidings by
drawing on multiple data
sources on the same phe-

nomena..
In all, the Library Power evaluation presents data collected from
over 1,000 teachers, 400 principals.

and 400 library media specialists.
The Library Power evaluation is
one of the largest applied research
studies ever to examine the role
school library media'programs can
play in supporting teaching and
learning activities in schools.
More infOrmation about theeValuation design will be available in the forthcoming publication,
LesSons from LibMry Power:

Enriching Teaching and- LeOrning,

which will bePublithed in Fall
1999 by Libraries Unlimited. For
order information, write Libraries
Onlimited;PO Box 6633,
EngehYood, Colorado, 80155-633;
call (800)-237-6124; or e-mail lubooks@lu.corn. nw
)
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III. Library Power:
What the Program Accomplished and. Lessons Learned

This report begins with an examination of Library Power's core components and the way each one reinforces the other, contributing to
new professional relationships and
practices in participating schools.
It continues with a delineation of
the ways in which Library Power
teams of librarians, teachers and
principals in each school adopted
these core elements and practices
of the program and devised ways to
weave them together into a fabric
that was stronger than any of the
initiative's single threads.

Collection Development
From the beginning, Library
Power sought to address the 'simple
lack of resources in many school
libraries, especially those in financially strapped districts. When
school teams set out to assess the
status of library collections, they
quickly documented just how outmoded many collections were. In
many districts, it was not unusual
to find overall average copyright
dates of 1968, with a large number
of volumes dating from the 1950s.

Not surprisingly, then, when surveyed early on in their Library
Power experience, many librarians
rated collection areas in sehools as
"less than adequate" in terms Of
currency and quality.
Two years later, improvements in
collections were nearly universal.
By 1997, librarians in participating
schools rated many areas. including fiction, literature, biography,
reference sources, science and technology, social sciences and picture
books as "better than adequate."
The improvement in collection ratings can be seen clearly in Table 1
where ratings from a group of
schools in their first year of their
project (1995) are compared with
ratings from the same schools in .
.- the third year (1997). Data from a
national survey of schools from the
1993-94 school year, the Schools
and Staffing Survey (SASS), are
provided for comparison.
Collections did not improve by
magic. Rather, librarians and
teachers; in cooperation with each
school's Library Power team,
worked systematically to fill gaps in

a.

G *0

- GOO

..0.0
GO

0

KO finding: Tliivuglylibretry
Potver, 'book collectionsiff participatr,
ing schooli improved considerably..

and the titles in the libiaiTbetter...
reflected the subjects being

studied in class. The resulting, and
more extensive, bank of resources

available for student learning gave
teachers new impetus for using the
library for instructional purposes...

the holdings.-- By involving teachers
more closelY in selecting these

materials, librarians tailored new
purchases more closely to schools'
curriculum needs. Over two- thirds
of the teachers surveyed across the
initiative said that they were
involved in the Selection of materials. For many schools this was a
new practice: 71% of the principals
reported that collaboration
between teachers and librarians in
developing the collection did-not
exist in their schools before Library
Power. Further, over half of the
principals attributed the current
collaboration to the existence of
the Library Power project. The
resulting, and more extensive, bank
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Table 1:
.

Percentage of Librarians Rating
Collection Areas as "Adequate" or "Excellent"
,

,(Matched Librarian Surveys; Round Three.only, 1995 & 1997)*'

Quantity :

Currentness
SASS. LP'. LP
'93-'94 9S_
%
.%

SASS

%

Collection Area
Reference
. Science/Technology
Mathematics
Geography
-History
Biography
Social Sciences
Fiction
Picture Books
Literafure
Fine Arts
Foreign ,Language
Careers

LP
'97-

LP

-'93-'94 ''95

'97

%

%'-

%

65:
55
38
53
60
68
58

58
36

98
94
59

61

97

.61.

77

73

89.
92

'70
- 64
46

71

.

65
54.
40
52
63.

63
48

66
59'

67 ... 98
64 94

79

78
82
64

95

47

87
61
.68

93
63

/2
64
48
25
36

98
95
31' . 72.
44 94
55 89

Health

47

20
36
42'

Total responding

*-

.64

96.
85

.

23

39
49

87
.

84

47.

91
80,

22

37
5

82
48

.36

'29

44

37

87

64

63

63 .

.

-

.

.

*Source: Matched surveys from librarians entering Library Power in the 1994-1995 school year who
were surveyed in Spring 1995 and 1997. **Data from the 1993-94 Schools and Staffing Survey are estimates for the 56,273 elementary schools in the United States having school library media centers.

of resources available to support
student learning gave teachers new
impetus for using-the library for
instructional purposes. By 1997,
85% of teachers in Library Power
schools said that the collection now
supported, their needs and the

needs of their students better than
before the program began; in addition, 60% said they had increased
their use of the collection in' their
instruction..
As one teacher reported, "[Before
Library Power], you could go to the

library and you might find what
you needed; but With:teachers
involved in the selection of library
materials; now you can go to the
library.and know you'll find what
you need:"
Steps to improve colleCtions also
provided opportuinities fora range
of individuals within -and outside
of Schools to participate in library,
reform.. For example, local educa,tion funds conducted bobk drives
in the community and raised
money. for new purchase's.
Separately, teachers and, librari-

ans worked. together on grouping
books by general topic areas and
copyright dates,'and weeding worn
and out-of-dateNolumes frortthe
shelves. TeaChers and librarians
also took the additional step of listing curriculum topics taught in
each grade and. matching new pup;
chases to these foiiics..'The better
match between library resources
and curriculum meant that circulation among students doubled and
even tripled in some schools.

Facilities Refurbishing
When the prOgram begaii, many
school libraries, in places where
they existed; were in poor physical
cOndition. To address
problem; Library'Power grants
Covered the cost of materials for

0
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Figure 1
enabled schools to refurbish their

Types of Spaces Available in the Library Media
Center Before and After Library Power

libraries so that they could accommo-

Librarian Survey,: 1997: Total' Responding: 446'

Key Finding: Libras Power

date more users and differeat kinds

of activities all at the same time,

Student Production

14%
20%
53

Staff WOrkrooin

such as individual reading groups

Conference Rooms

working together and students doing

Teacher Production

27
22
'

Storage

research on computers. Libraries

60
20

29
60

74

X

30

Learning Centers

44

became more cheerful and welcom-

58

Multiple Activities,
ing places, encouraging students and
teachers to visit more often.

180

67

Large, Groups

90

80
53

Individual Activity

renovations, and school districts
supplied the labor: This COMbinanein resulted in dramatiC improvemerits in library facilities,through
out the' country (See Figure 1),
Renovations accommodated
multiple uses of library facilities.
For example, by simply adding
more seats, a 'change that occurred
in nearly half the partitipating
schOols,"work spaces for 'snidents',

.

54

Small Groups

81

42

Storytime'Ai.ea

72

'CoMputer Area

82

Comfortable Reading

169

0:

20

40

% Having Before Library Power

sites. Space for comfortable.quiet
reading increased threefold. Other
changeS included expanding space
to allow for coinputer access, story
time and individual and group

-

60

80

100

ki % Having After Library.Power

'activities. Libraries became more
cheerful and'welComing places for
multiple activities, encouraging'

both teachers and studentsto visit
more often.

increased ten percent across all the

0

.

.
11

I

000
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'

.

The effects on library use that
followed from making physical
improvements illustrate how
Library Power worked as a collecdon of practices reinforcing one
another. As teachers became
drawn to visiting and using the
library with their students, they
'began adopting other Library

Power practices. The addition of
more tables and chair's allowed
Students to use the library in more
diverse ways at the same time.
In turn, space that could accommodate a-variety of activities made
it easier to implement flexible
scheduling, which further_
expanded students' access to library

visited the library as a class at
predetermined times usually once

a week. Students who needed
library materials at any other time
often hadth wait until the next
scheduled visit.
Library PoWer changed all that.
A major premise of the program

was that students would, benefit by
having access to resources and .
facilities that support instruction at
the time Most'suitable.M the lesson
or when they spontaneously''.
expressed interest in a topic: The
move to encourage students to visit
the library when they needed Mate
rials for classroom learning brought
school libraries alive: Case study
researchers in virtually all the
schools' observed students moving
freely in and out of the library,
using reference materials, asking for
assistance frotmthe librarian, working in groups, reading on their own

Figure 2:

ScheCkiling in Library,11/ledia Coker's in
Library. Power Schools*
(Matched Librarian Surveys, Round Three Only, 1995. & 1997)

1995

1997'

Total responding: 63

Total responding: 64

6% 2%

14%

resources.

Flexible Scheduling
Before Library Power began,
most schools limited access to 'the
library to fixed schedules, a practice

often better suited to the habits of
librarians and teachers than to
student needs. Typically, students

25%
61%
-92%

El Regular Schedule .E 'Mix of regular and flexible access
III Full flexible access
*Source: Matched surveys from librarians entering the program in the 19941995 school year who were
surveyed in Spring 1995 and Spring 1997.
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in cozy nooks and bean bag chairs,
and checking out books as needed.
In surveys, teachers confirmed that
students increasingly used the
library on their own initiative.

Key Fouling Implementing a
flexible schedule to allow students
to visit the library whenever they

needed to throughout the day
instead of limiting use to reguiany
scheduled periods resulted in more

frequent visits to the library.

Survey data from schools that
began their three-year Library
Power project in the 1994-1995
school year showed dramatic differences in how access to the library
was provided.. At the end of the
first year of the project, 61%.of the
libraries allowed ,fully flexible
access; by the end of three years,

92% of the schools had fully flexible schedules (See Figure 2).
Over the course of the program,
some'
ome form of flexible scheduling

scheduling was still eitherfUlly or
partially part of the school routine.
This figure'provides a shalt, contrast to SASS, data from 19934994,
which indicate that nationally 44%
of school libraries operated on
some form of flexible schedules
and only 17% operated on full fleas
ible schedules.
More important, these changes
led to students' using the library
more frequently. One yeaf after
the program's end, the average student in a Library Power school visited the library one and a half times
a week. This can be compared to
the, expected average of one visit
per week in schools with rigid
scheduling or the observed' average
for schools nationally in 1993-94 of
.83 visits per week. Teachers' observations confirm the counts made in
library Power libraries. The majority of teachers report that their students are using the library more
(65 %), are using it more on their
own initiative (60 %), and have a
more positive,attithde toward using
the library (72%).

became a permanent routine in
many schools. Survey data gathered from schools one year after
their funding ended indicated that
in 97% of the schools, flexible

I

.
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Given varying conditions within
sites, individual schools moved
away from fixed schedules indifferent ways. Some librarians retained
a fixed weekly checkout period, :,
while also encouraging students to
tap into library resources on their
own or in small groups When need-

ed. Other librarians continued to
instruct whole classes in library
skills and also took the opportunity
to help students apply, those skills
when they dropped into the library
for help on specific assignments.
Creative compromise between
innovation and tradition was a hallmark of scheduling practices in
many Library Power schools.

CollabOrative Planning
During Library POwer, librarians
did not Work in isolation to renew
collections, refurbish facilities or
establish more flexible scheduling
practices. Rathet, they collaborated
closely with teachers to plan how to
implement these core practices and
design new approaches to- .teaching
and learning in their own schoOls.

DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund

In places where teachers were
already involved in shared decision..
Imaldrig; Lihrary.PoWer strengthened that process, by. including
school librarians. Before their.
Library PoWer project began, the .
average librarian collaborated with
22%.of the..teachers in the school;
in 1997, the average librarian was
collaborating with 55% of the
teachers in the building. Teachers

.

confirined this interaction.
Overhaffof the teachers-said
that they collaborated with the
librarian in the planning-and
. design of instruction, and 37 % said
that they collaborated with the
librarian in delivering instruction:During the.project period, teach.;
ers. and.librarians used collaborative
planning activities to focus on
identifying
developing
ancFgatheting materials for specific
units of study, and helping students
areate.PrOjects. In some schools,

Key Finding: Throughout participating schools, libiatians and welch-

ers Collaborated on planning and
designing instructional units, with
librarians sometimes sharing responsibility for teaching.

12

-

111

.

most collaboration between the

teachers. and- librarians, also used

shared planning time to develOP
common instructional goals. 'In:
these schools; librarians began to.
teach research and information literacy skills in the context of specific
assignments. rather than as part of a
preordained curriculum. A relatiVely small number of librarians and .
teachers worked' together on bvalu. ating studerit-perfOrniance.
Survey data, collaboration logs,
and case study observations
revealed varying degrees of Collaboration.froin school to' school. 'Most
Collaboration was:grounded in, two.
domains. First, working with
shared'awareness of instructional
goals and curriculuin, teachers and
librarians Collaborated to identify
resources to enrich that curriculum. Collection deyeloprrient pro:.
vided both the :firSt reason for'collaboration between.mosilibiarians
and teachers, and the basis for
.

two."
Second, teachers and librarian's

worked separately, with the teacher

in the classroom andthe
in the library, to help stUdents meet
teacher-develOped.assignmentS.
Approximately 20% of schoolS':cOl--

laborative activities inv*ed.teaCh::
ersand librarians diniding'responsibilities kir planning and delivering
instructional activities in One loca-'.
non, such as the library. Deeper
levels of collab-orationithat resulted
in teachers and-librarians assuming
equally shared responsibility fdr all
students' learning proved more
diffiatilt to realize.
At-first; teachers in many schools
were skeptical about collaborating.
with the.librarian and did not see
what the librarian had to offer
them.- However, as Library Power
practices began to take hold,
increasing numbers began to see
,

14
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the librarian as a colkave Who
shared their vision for imprdved
learning. .When thiS occurred, the
new professional relationshipS
LibrarY Power fostered-became the
basis for a school culture focused

on student learning.

Professional DevelopmenA
Across all Library Power sites,
professional development was the

linchpin that held together the core
practices and bolstered sChOols'
capacity to-make useof those practices. In fact, Library Power sites
judged professional development to

be so itnportant that each site, on
average; spent 26% of its $112 million grant -- about $308,000 over
three years for professional devel-

opment activities. In many districts, this funding enabled- the
library to be the foctis of professional development for the first
time.

,

Working together, and with the
assistance of the American Library ,
Association and the Public
Education Network, sites developed
amultifaceted approach to professiOnal development. While the
mix of activities varied from district
to district, this, approach typicallY
involved:
Developing knowledge and
understanding of state-ofthe-art library practice

through conferences,Sumrner institutes and workshops with expert practitioners;
Fostering new skills through
site' leaders providing inschool coaching, Mentoring
and pairing of exptrienced
librarians with novice practitioners;
Encouraging new attitudes
toward risk-taking and student learning by modeling
of successful strategies

through presentations and
school visits;
Building collegial relation-

ships and professional learning communities throngh
networking and professional
problem-solving' among
librarians, princiPals and
schoot:based Library Power
teams, both within and outside the districts:
Given Library POwer's commitment to collaboration, many professional develOpment activities
focused 'on helping teams of teachers, principals and parents develop
the skills needed to work together
to implement the core practices.
Program leaders called on-conaplex
strategies to design activities to
meet the varying'
arying needs of librarians, principals and 'teachers. For
example, because schools joined
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Key Finding Schools. invested:in

--

professional development-activities-...,:
.

that. taught principals,. reacherrauL,
librarians -how to .integngelibiuTry

and otherinforrnationiesounxivituo±teaching and learning..

the program at izliffetentnines,
trict leadership often "rolled out"
professional development at differ. ent levels for different partiCipans.
Thus, while some actiYities introduced new staff to-core practices
for the first time, otIttrs'focustd on
helping more eXPerienced'educa;
tors hone their skills to higher lev-1
els, of competence.

School librarians:benefited con
siderably from many; of these,professional development, cOities,
and;soine emerged as instructional
leaders in their ol.,rnschciols. Using '
their newly acquired skills'and.statits, librarians convened teachers
for collaborative conversations that
served as-the basis for more ale:
gial and professional school cultures. As facilitators of these discussions,- librarians served as advo-

cates for the use of.core library
practices to improve teaching and
-learning and to develop a stronger
professional community. 1`,
i
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IV. Library. Power's Contributions
to Teaching and Learning

From the beginning, the goals of
Library Power included making the
library and, its resources integral, to

teaching and learning. Library
Power anticipated that the adoption of the core practices would
connect each school's library and
librarian With its instructional mission. In that context, librarians
could work as teachers and information specialists to coach students
as they executed assignments
designed through a collaborative
planning process.

.

assignments,instruction and oppor;
tunities to learn. Researchers
asked: Under what circumstances
did Library Power work best to generate better curriculum? Did teachers make use of Library Power to

improve instruction? Could
Key Finding: Changes fostered by
Library Power helped schools engage

students in meaningful and edwa.
tionaUy rich learning activities.
Instead of being limited to. classroom
lectures and textbook assignments.
by using library resourcesbooks, CD

ROMs, and the internet, students
were able to explore topics in more
dePth.

Over the study period, the
national evaluation examined the
ways in which Library Power's
resources and practices affected

14
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schools weave 'together Library'
Power core practices-to support

ambitious instructional reforms? In
whafwayssdid Library Power foster
a stronger professional culture
among teachers and librarians?
Among .their findings:

Library Power and
Curriculum
Core Library Power practices contributed to developing a shared cur-

riculum and broadening opportunities to learn in participating
schools. More students using better-stocked libraries more often
each week showed that teachers
were creating assignments that
required library learning. Using
updated library materials, many
teachers expanded the curriculum

. .

to inclUde assignMents that focused.
students on using reading, research
and criticalinformatiOn skills. In
some schoolS, students in the earliest elementary grades tackled
'research assignments, and teachers
began to ask students-to examine
multiple resources beyond' the texthook to compare 'and contrast
points of view on study questionS.Case studies and 'survey data
together.confirmed that Library
Power contributed to a broader.,
awareness of the interided and
implemented curriculum among
librarians and _teachers.

Collaborative planning and cur-.
riculum mapping provided faculties
with an overview of what teachers
In all grades.Were teaching, Armed
with knowledge of the "big picture, ". librarians and teachers could
analyze curriculum, identify gaps,'
eliminate outdated content and
develop curriculum units that
added rather than repeated coUtent
as students moved from grade to
grade. The proCess of curriculum

16
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analysis also resulted in new ways
of packaging materials for easier
access and use. For example,
new materials, organized around

thematic topics, boxed in tubs and
circulated from classroom to classroom, involved more students in
interdisciplinary units of study.

Library Power and
Instruction
Throughout the partitipating
sites, Library Power also stimulated
instructional change, which was
modest in some places and more

ambitious in others. Many teachers
reported redesigning at least some
of their instruction to capitalize on
the new resources Library Power
provided. With a richer selection
of materials available, teachers drew
students into what is known as
"resource-based" learning, often
around a theme that teachers
across a single grade selected in collaboration with the librarian. As
one teacher explained, "Having
more materials in the collection has
made.it easier to do independent
projects with my students."
Teachers' use of Library Power to
engage students in more complex
kinds of thinking provided existence proof of the program's potential to influence instruction. Case
studies showed that Library Power

changed some teachers' expectations about the kind of research
younger students could do, and
that teachers involved more students in library work, often for the
first time. Library Power was a nat ural partner for instructional programs emphasizing interdisciplinary
instruction, project-based lessons
and student inquiry' that require
using a variety of materials to devise
solutions to problems.
For example:
Sixth graders studying the
Civil War used various
kinds of information to
inquire into the key events
of the war. Students delved
into factual questions and
also analyzed and interpreted information, developed
timelines, graphed casualties, wrote poems and presented dramatic readings
based on historical events.
Elementary students used
library resources to describe
what was already known
about a specific topic in Science, then developed an
experiment and wrote up
results in a form acceptable
for the local science fair,
using concepts of "con.

stants" and "independent
and dependent variables."

InSPired by a Library Power

summer institute, one fifth
grade teacher worked with
the 'school librarian,. public
librarians and other techen on her team to help students use original sources to
conduct primary research
for a study of their
neighborhood.
Case studies highlighted a Variety
Of ways in which Library Power's
practice of-collaborative planning
encouraged professional relation=

ships that, in turn, strengthened
schools' capacity for changing
instruction. These studies revealed
that teaching changes were most
profound in Schools where teachers
-shared an instructional philosOphy
that was aligned with Library.
Power's vision of more ambitious

learning. However, on its own, the'
program did not bring.about widespread changes in teaching. In
schools with aless compatible
instructional fotus, a better
equipped and functioning library
offered a new setting for students to
gather facts from reference sources,
take notes and respond to predetermined questions on a topic, but
these assignments did not always
engage students in deeper thinking
about a topic.
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Library Palmer and a
Collegial Professional
Culture
One, Premise of Library Power is
that student learning is likely- toiinprove when teachers are engaged
in professional ConversatiOns'that
establish shared goals for student

The" initiative's major Strategy for
promoting a collegial culture in participating schools was collaborative,

16

thematic units. For these teachers,

tiative, Library Power enhanced col
laboration for instruction between
librarians and teachers and among
teachers themselves: Evidence
came from librarians that they

Library poWer provided the ration ale for including librarians in teach-

more than doubled the proportion

learning. Where teachers share
goals for more ambitious student
learning, they are better equipped
to mobilize their resources to e p
students produce work that demonstrates learning of high intellectual
quality. 'When teachers talk together about instruction, they are also
in a better pOsition to help one
another aOlieve.shared goals.

planning betweeteaChers and the

librarian. Over the *afi of the ini-

.

of teachers.with whom they actively
collaborated. Half of the teachers
reported that,they work with the
librarian on the .planning and
design of instruction, and 'ahnost
half say that Library POwer has
increased their amount of collaboration. The majority of principals
attribute collaboration in planning
instructional units and in developing collections to. Library Power.
Case,studie.sshoWed that collabo,
ration was most effective when
'1teachers had already done some
planning specifically aimed 'at
improving learning ObjeCtives or

Nev "resources
enticed teachers to plan for cuiriculuin that made use Of new materials
and strategies learned through proers'. :COnversatiOns.

fessional developMent.
Collaboration was more difficult
when, despite thelibMrian's efforts,,
teachers persisted in viewing the
library,as a service to support tradi-

tional instructfon.ratherthan a.
resource for instructional Change.
In these situations, :when it came to
collabOrating for new curriculum
and-instruction, areas usually
reserved to teachers, many teachers
kept the librarian at arm's diStance.
1)\\
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V. Lessons for Lasting Change:
What Matters Most

Library Power's core practices.'
reinforced one another to establish
stronger professional relationships
and routines that 'set the stage' for
More ambitious teaching and learning. With better materials available, teachers' experimented with
assignMents that pushed stildentS
to use sources beyond standard
textbooks.. In many schools, teachers began for the first tinie.tO,
employ literature-based strategies
'for imProvingstUdents' readingand
writing. One year after the pro-,
gram's end, almost three-quarters.of
teachers surveyed described stndents' attitude toward libraty use as
.more positive than prior to.. Library
Power.' As one fourth grade teacher
in a Library Power school reflected,
"[Students] aremore curious, they
aslcque.stionsi they're 'inore interes'

ed, they want to know more....
They want to go do research, they
want to go to the library five tittles
a week.,"

Still, aware that prograin changes
can- erode over time, the evaluation
team asked-further. questions:
Under -what conditions would
schools and districts sustain
progress? What were the chances
that Library Power's core firactices
and strategies.wouldbecome part
of the regular routines of the dis
tricts and schools?
Library Power's "lessons learned"

offer both hope and caution for
those seeking to make innovations'
in teaching and learning part of
normal schooloperations. Overall
the evaluation underscOred that
faithful adoption, of all core prac-

Key Finding: The experienCe of

participating schools shows that

faithful adoption of all core Libor;
Power practices, along with wide-.

tices along with widespread accept7ance of theSe'practices-in a School
boost the chances that schoOls will
institute library reforms. Two years

.

spread acceptance of these practices,:

boost the chances that library
reforms can become permanent.

'after the end of the funding period,
the great -majority of sChOols -persist-

ed in-using flexible seheduling and;
collaboration at levels thatindicat-ed Library Power was being institucultures, Structionalized
tires and relationships.
What fosters institutionaliiation
'ofthese practiCes? New and sustained funding, support from out7
side-the schools, leadership,,staff
deyelopthent and a,positiye professional culture, and a compatible
policy.context favored the chances
that Library:POwer would become
thebaSis for "the way we do things
around here." The varying degrees
: to :which- these conditions were in
place in different districts highlight-

ed the promises and tensions edu -.
cators encountered' in applying
Library Power as a strategy for last.

ing school improvement. sHerels a
summary of the -key lessons:..

New and Sustained:
Funding Matters

.

The infUsion of-neW resources
into Library.PoWer schOols Was din;
cal to their adoPting the five.cOre
practices and stimulating new
approaches to-teaChing and learning. For exaMple,- refurbishing antiquated faCilities helped winover
.skeptical teachers and sParked their

ihinking about hoW their students.'

.
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could make better use of the
library. As one Library. Power
director noted, "The renovation
seemed to catalyze an acceptance
and appreciation of the change in
the program."
Funding was essential to replace
pre-Sputnik era materials with
attractive biographies, picture
books and fiction from diverse cultural traditions. Up-to-date books
drew more students into school
libraries, and in the final months
of the study period, almost twothirds (64%) of teachers surveyed
cited the expanded collections as

ocl, sate schoOls faced threats to
continued funding posed by local
property tax caps and the redirecting of scarce resources for textbooks'rather than library books.
In this context, maintaining the
momentum toward a higher quality
collection posed a speCial challenge.
As one librarian pointed out,
"Other things we can continue
without money collaborative
planning, thematic units; flexible
scheduling but you can't keep
your Collection current without
money."

the most important contribution of

Outside :Support.Matters

Library Power.to their teaching.
Librarians used new resources to
initiate collaborative planning and
stimulate changes in collegial rela-

Maintaining ongoing funding for

tionships. Even small amounts of
funding enhanced professional collaboration. For example, in one
school, five mini-grants totaling
$4,200 supported 18 teachers and
the librarian in planning for
enriched units of instruction and
stimulated teacher study groups on
such topics as assessment, writing
across the curriculum, multiple
intelligences and multiage grouping. Several groups established a
consensus enabling them to develop new assessment standards and
create new curriculum.
At the end of the funding peri-

18

Library Power is closely tied With

mobilizing community support for
the kind of schooling supported by
the initiative. Over the course of
the program, schools established
partnerships with a' variety of entities from outside their own walls to
buttress the core practices: Overall
help came in the form of technical

assistance from national organizationi like the ALNs American
Association of. School Librarians
(AASL) and the Public EduCation
Network. Local business groups
provided additional monetary and
programtriatic sUpport. Parents
acted as "watchclOgs"-forthe project, and librarians affiliated with
public and university libraries
offered connections to a wider professional community. As One
Library Power site director emphasized,- "The more people whO know
about [the Library PoWer project]
and the more people who buy into
it, the more likely it will, be success ful: "..

Most important, loCal education
funds, community-based organizations that: represent important'
segments of the-larger comiiittnity,
were critical to building acceptance
and support fOr Library Power.
These groups'yerformed a key
service as a Conduit for funding
:and volUnteeti, as an outside

0
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"change agent" pushing for core
practices and as a vehicle 'for
developing public' understanding of
the goals of the initiative. To the
extent that communities, especially
through their local education

funds, continue to demand that
schools offer the practices and
resources associated with Library
Power, its chances for becoming
institutionalized improVe.

Leadership Matters
Systemic leadership aligned at all
levels was an essential element for
advancing and sustaining Library
Power. At each stage of the program's 'development, leaders from
the local education funds along
with leaders from each school district acted jointly to put core practices into place. This partnership;
enhanced the program's chances
for becoming institutionalized.
In the community, local education fund leaders designed and
administered the program district
wide. Library Power directors at
the local education funds wrote
funding proposals, developed community engagement efforts, orchestrated meetings of librarians across
each district, and implemented
mini-grant programs for profession-

al collaboration for new'cuirkulum
and instruction. They also worked
with staff from inside the school

district to integrate 'Library Power's
staff development program with
professional development activities
connected to other initiatives.
At the school level, principals'
leadership made a difference.
Because professional collaboration
depended on'teachers haVing time
to. meet together with the librarian
on a regular basis, many, principals

took steps to ensure that the
school's schedule accommodated
this purpose. Some administrators
also held teachers and librarians
directly accountable for collaborating with one another. For example, one principal in a case study
school required teachers to document at least Three projects planned
with the librarian. In this instance,
teachers' use of the library in their
instruction increased.
Thechallenge of promoting
widespread and consistent leadership among principals, teachers
and librarians remains an issue of
considerable concern. In some
.

.
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case study Schools, principal

.

turnover resulted in the program's
losing ground: However, the
eValuation'also foithd that schools
in districts that had made a districtwide commitment to Library Power
had less difficulty sustaining the

,

program even in the f.Ce Of lea' der7
ship change.S.

professional Development
and .a Positive Professional
Cultiore Matter
Professional development was
critical'to Library Power's success in
introducing librariaris, teachers and
principals to state -of -the -art library

practices. Workshops, mentoring,
school visits and networking all
equipped librarians to encourage,
teachers to use the core practices to
benefit students' learning. With
new knowledge and skills, many
librarians emerged as instructional
leaders in their own right: As one
principal from a case study school
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reach higher levels of achievement.
developed such culture, primarily
For example; assessments in
through collabbrative, planning.,
effect dUring the period of the.projTeachers in schools connected to
ect in ,Kentucky reinforced the 'goals
that
a larger reform, framework
- of Library PoWer and proYided
promoteda.vision of yarning.
rationale- for Kentucky teachers to
compatible with Library Power.were
.
.embrace Libmry.Power practices.
often most willing to collaborate
'Likewise, teachers in schools affiliaround shared instructional gOals.
ated with broader school reform
and activities.
networks that shared Library
ECompatibla Policies
'Power's vision of student learning
Matter
through Understanding, made
better use of core Library Power
Policies that flowed 'from nationpractices, including collaborative
al,' staie and locatagencies had
planning, than did teachers in
notable effects onsehoolS' 'acceptother schools.
-mice of Library Power's aims and
In cohtrast,, where policies were
practices. When state Or district
less
alignedwith Library Power, the
policies were compatible with
prograni sometimes floundered;
Library Power goals; principals 'and
For example; New Jersey's eliminateachers in participating schools
tion of uncling-spetifically allotted,
More -readily understood and
to school libraries left'diStricti Withendorsed the purposes of Library
the choice of using block grant
Power. In this context; Library fUnding to continue Library Power
Power could add value to existing
practicei or pursuing competitive
reform,effOrts. Without such a
funding sources. This du:Ace
Context, it was more difficult.for
meant pitting the goals ofschool
educators to "make sense" 'of
library
reform against the goals of
Library Power and embrace its put;
other equally legitimate programs
poses and practiCes as part of their
and services, including those of
daily routines.
ichool counselors and nurses.
Where prevailing policy goals,
Ultimately, this left Library
paralleled the aims of Library
Power vulnerable to loCal political
PoWer and promoted student
wrangling. RI
inquiry-and problerri-solving,
:

_

noted:.."Library Power has helped'
..focus the role Of the librarian as

central to school reform: It
brought libraries directly into the
middle of total school reform and
created a legitimate role for the.
librarian as.an instructional leader.:
In some schoolsrthe librarian is
now' perceived more as an instruc.-

tional leader than the principal."
Sustaining Library PoWer'S
tive effects also reqUires that teach-

ers and librarians share a positive'
professional culture grounded in a
common vision. To 'varying
-degrees, Library Power schools

Key Finding: To the extent that
other states. or even individual districts, implement similar policies, the
goals of Library Power will be

enhanced at the school level, and
institutionalization is more likely.

.

.

.

.

schoOls and teachers 'were encouraged to use Library. Power's tools
and strategies to help students
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II

VI. Library Power and Dilemmas of Reform

.

The evaluation of Library Power
highlighted what schools could
achieve by mobilizing resources,
leadership and a strategy, for
improvement that put libraries at
the center of teaching and learning
and moved librarians into the
These
mainstream of school
achievements were considerable.
At the same time, the evaluation,
and the case studies in 'particular,
also revealed dilemmas that have
vexed other. school reform initiatives. At the end of the study peri.
od, unresolved questions remain
regarding how Library. Power's
vision of learning can weather systemic problems associated' with
competing demands on schools,
the underdeveloped capacity in
some schools to enhance the intellectual quality 'of teaching and
learning, and unequal resources
and access to knowledge Within
and across schools. Here is a summary of key findings:
.

Competing Demands
While Library Power held out
the promise of better use of learn- .
ing resources,' more focused curriculurri, challenging instruction
and deeper student learning, other
demands competed with this
momentum.. A few schools were
consistently distracted by the social

needs of their students, and the

.

lack of resources available to.

address those heeds. Some schools
also contended with the political
presSine to raise test scores and .
"look good" on statewide,or district
assessments. This pressure inhibited some teachers from moving
toward new kinds of instruction
aimed at helping students learn.to
research questions of interest as-a
way to develop new knowledge and
understanding. These demands
potentially represent a powerful
undertow that could make it
difficult forLibrary Power to realize
its full potential.

Varying' Capacity for
Improving Teaching and
Learning
SChool reform involves changing

more than school structures and
procedures. It also requires creating'a culture based on shared
norms,. values and expectations that
support improved student learning.
Developing such a culture requires
that professionals develop Collegial

relationships based on trust and
respect.
Schools were not always receptive

to-the vision of student learning
and professional practice espoused
by. Library Power. Although
Library Power stimulated momen-

.

'turn for stronger professional
collaboration in many schools, and
although it offered schools a set of
. tools that set the stage for richer
classrooin practice, it could not, by
itself, advance a vision.of students
working at high intellectUal levels
and teachers engaged in' ollegial
practice to promote student
achievement.' When other
enabling conditions were not in
place,:schools struggled to connect
Library Powees core practices to

improved teaching andkarning.
Across participating districts;
schools varied considerably in their
capacity to use Library Power's
resources and piactices,.especially
collaborative planning, to realize a
vision for higher student achievement. Some schools had a critical
Inas& of teachers' who could develop
a schoolwide culture focused on
resource-based learning. Teacher
beliefs and assumptions. about stu:
dent learning and the appropriate
role of the library' sometimes supported and sometimes undermined
teachers' acceptance of collaborative planning for assignments-that
made new intellectual demands on ,
students. Leadership changes or a
leadership unable to.develop the
trust and respect necessary
for collegial practice has the

potential to further undermine
such collaboration.
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Equity
While Library Power helped
address inequities in resources from.
school to school, inequalities in
resources and-capacity of schools to
mobilize for reform remained an
issue throughout the study period.;
In some instances, existing
inequalities in resources contributed to differences in implementation of the_core practices
from school to school. For example, schools that had already allocat
ed more support staff to the library
were also those most likely to
implement new scheduling practices; in-fact, libral'ies with fully
flexible access had over four times
the full-time equivalent in time
commitments from support staff as
did those that maintained access
on a regular basis.

Schools profiled in the evalua;
Lion's case studies alsO varied in

readily employ Library PoWer practices to improve classroom practice.

teaching capacity, and in thecontexfof existing disparities, Library'
Power introduced another opportunity to widen the gap in students'
learning opportunities. _for those
teachers ready to invent more challenging assignments, Library Power
increased their 'skills and.confidente:fOr dOing so, enhancing their
students' oppofttinities to learn.
Teachers. in schools that had
already embiaced substantiVe
school reform initiatives, viewed
Library Powei as adding value to
.their work; and they alSo found
they could Use Library Power to
enhance instinction. 'Teath. ers. in
schools without affiliations to
reform networks or in schools with
.

limited ,capacity overall Couldless

24
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Whether in terms of professional,
community, finaricial resources or
instructional:quality, teachers and
students' in (schools with-greater
resources to begin with were
thoSe.mostlikely to: benefit from
the expanded resources and
opportunities for learning, :available
through Library.Power. These
evaluation findings suggest that
schools and districts seeking to
adopt Library Power niust consider
ways to design an implementation
plan that addresses existing
disparities:.
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VII. Summary

Library Power aimed to move
library resources and practices into
the mainstream of School life so as
to expand enriching learning
opportunities to all students schoolwide. It sought to marry theWork
of school librarians to the-work of
teachers, so librarians and teachers
together would use new library.
resources to enhance student learn,
ing and support a more positive .
.community'for collegial practice.
As librarians, teachers, principals
and change ,.'agents in the local eclucation funds pUt the core practices
to work, most Library.Power
schools realized these goals.:
In the beginning, neither the
DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest
Fund nor reformers in the districts
anticipated that the program's. prac-

tices and strategies could evolve
into a Strategy for comprehensiVe

Library ToWer did not solve exist
ing problems- that plague urban
and low,income districts. It did
not provide answers tO.all the
dilemmas schools encounter as they
educate large numbers of disadvan-

school reform. But as the-national
,evaluation learned, in some schools.
under certain conditions, Library Power was a powerful catalyst for
' reforming teaching, learning and a
school's profes- sional culture. The
tools and practices of the program
stimulated and broadened the
scope of student reading, triggered
:new research projectkand accelerated the acceptance of new visions of
learning for understanding.

taged children withlmited
resources.: But-the' Library Power
story reveals the potential for
school library 'reforin toleverage
impOrtant improvements in claSs
room practice and professional rela=

tionships. It highlights the condi,
tions that can foster or impede the
acceptance of new practices, and it
demonstrates how schools can

Putting Library. Power practices

into place in some of the poorest
schools in, the nation,_ librarians,
teacherk and principals 'together

helped students learn more sub-.
stantive content and sharpened
their own professional practice.

s

effectively use library resources and
Practices to promote a shared 'Cur;

riculum and contribute pb*erfully
AV
to improve instruction. RI)
.

.
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Directory of Library Power Programs and. Contacts

Atlanta, GA
Dianne S. Mancus,

Chattanooga, TN
Daniel Challener,

Lincoln, NE
Barbara M. Bartle,

Executive Director
Nancy Hamilton,
Library Power Director
APPLE Corps, Inc.
100 Edgewood Avenue, NE
Suite 1224
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 522-8640
(404) 522-3021 (fax)

Executive Director
Public Education Foundation
100 East 10th Street
Suite 500
Chattanooga, TN 37402
(423) 265-9403
(423) 265-9832 (fax)

ExecutiYe Director

Baton Rouge, LA
Jenola Duke, Executive Director
Volunteers in Public Schools
1584 North 43' Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(225) 923-8587
(225) 923-$582 (fax)

Berea, KY
Ginny Eager, Executive Director
Lisa Gay, Library Power Staff
Jenny Wilder, Library PowerStaff
Forward in the Fifth
433 Chestnut Street
Berea, KY 40403
(600 986-3696

Lincoln Public Schools Foundation
Box 82889
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 436-1612 (402) 436-1620 (fax)

Lynn, MA
Cleveland, OH
Deborah Howard,
Executive Director
Cleveland EdUcation Fund
1422 Euclid Avenue, Suite 1550
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 5661136

Mary Sarris, -Executive Director

(216) 566-1230 (fax)

(781) 593-0561 (fax)

Dade County, FL

.Mon Valley, PA
Linda Croushore,
Executive Director
Patti Hoke, Library Power Director
Mon Valley Education Consortium
336 Shaw Avenue

Lynn Business/Education
Foundatian
C/o Demakis Law.Office
56 Central Avenue, Suite 201
Lynn, MA 01901
(781) 592-5599

Linda Lecht, Executive. Director
Catherine RayMond,
Library Power Director
Dade. Public Education Fund
.

4299 NW 36" Street, Suite 203
Miami; FL 33166

McKeesport, PA 1513.2
(412) 678-9215
(412) 678-1698 (fax)

(305) 884 -2172

(305) 884-5633 (fax)

(606) 986-1299 (fax)

Cambridge, MA

.

Mary Eirich, EXecutive Director
Joan Stern, Teacher-Leader
Cambridge Partnership for
Public Education
MIT Building E60-156
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-7063

DenVer, CO
Barbara Volpe, Executive Director
Ellin Keene, Director of Programs
Public Education & Business
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